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On Generators of the Banach Algebra L^(0,oo)

and Related Questions

1, Introduction Let R denote the Banach algebra of complex-

valued functions f(t) of class L^(0,oo), multiplication being

defined by convolution: f -> g = h, ^^^here

h(t) =^ f(t - u)g(u)du = ^ f(u)g(t - u)du

That is, R is the subalgebra of L^(-oo,oo) consisting of those

functions f(t) which vanish for almost all t < 0, As is well-

known, the continuous horaomorphisms of R into the complex niunbers

oo . i^

are the mappings f —> f f(t)e dt, where z=x+iyisa complex

niimber, y > 0, together with the map which takes all of R into 0,

This implies that the space of closed maximal ideals of R, with

the Gelfand topology, is homeomorphic to the half-plane y >

closed by adjionction of the point at infinity. VJe call the function

oo

(la) P(z) = \ f(t)e^^^dt , Ira z >

the Fourier transform of f{t). Throughout the paper we will use

the letters f, g, h to denote elements of R, and F, G, H to denote

the corresponding Fourier transforms. V/e will also denote by Tf

the half-plane y > 0, and by tt the half-plane y > 0, plus the

boundary point oo. The Fourier transform has then the following

properties:





<

(i) F(z) is regular in rr, continuous in tt, and P(oo) = 0.;

(1.2)
I

(ii) |P(z)| < Ikll for z € n ;

(iii) If f(t) is real, then F(iy) is real and is the Laplace

transform of f(t), and F(z) = F(-z),

The last clause in (1), that P(oo) = 0, follox%rs from the Golfand

theory, and the identification of the raa:circal ideal space v/ith tt •

Alternatively, P(z) is bounded in y > and lim P(x) = hy the
X

—

>too
Riemann-Lebesgue theorem, hence lim F(z) = uniformly in y > by

• z—>oo
a Pliragme'n-LindelBf theorem . The other assertions of (1.2) are

evident.

Let us denote by A the normed algebra of Fourier transforms

of f ^ R, endowed with the maximum norm:

(1.3) liFll = max_lP(z)| .

Z^ TT

The mapping f —> F is then a norm-shrinking isomorphism of R

onto A, However A is not complete. In fact, the completion of A

is the Banach algebra A of all functions regular in y > 0, con-

tinuous in TJr, and vanishing at oo. This we will deduce from the

2 1

following theorem of Caratheodory and Ualsh (See VJalsh [13j)«

Theorem of Caratheodory and Walsh . LetXli be a domain in the

complex w-plane bounded by a Jordan curve f. Let 4(w) be regular

inXLand continuous in-rx+ P, If c]) separates points in n+ P,

every function g(w) regular in X^and continuous in -fi+ P can be

uniformly approximated on-0_+ \~ by polynomials in 4«

^See e.g. [11], §5.63.

2
This theorem' is usually not attributed to Caratheodory, but
Walsh [12] p. i|.31 credits him with both the theorem and the
method of proof.
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Corollary If P(z) e. A and separates points on rr, the sub-

algebra of A generated by P is dense in A,

Proof of Corollary - Let G eAj w = P(z) maps it onto a domainn.

bounded by a Jordan curve P passing tlu-'ough w = 0, Let z = (|(w)

denote the Inverse map^ then A.(w) = G[(ji(w)] is regular In £1.,

continuous in -0.+ P, and A.(0) = 0, Given e > 0, let P(w) denote

a polynomial such that |P(w) - A(w)| < e for \^ ^ ^ + \~ . Then,

in particular, |P(0)| < e so that the polynomial P, (w) = P(w) - P(0)

with vanishing constant terra satisfies [p, (w) - A(v;)| < 2 e for

w e ri- + r> i»e« 1P-j_[P(z)] - G(z)
I
< 2 e for z t ^r*

-tNow, e is an element of R whose Fourier transform.

(1 - iz)~ separates points on rr (in fact, on the v/hole Riemann

sphere )j hence the closed algebra generated by the element

(1 - iz)" e A is all of a. That A is in fact larger than A

follows from the fact that A is complete in the norm {1,3) f while

A is not. Indeed, if a v/ere complete, the linear transformation

P —> f would be bounded.. That this is not the case may be seeh

as follows: let 5^ i be a sequence of numbers of modulus one such

that the sioms s^(x) =
} ^^'^ ^ ^.re uniformly o(n) for real x

(e.g. Ej^ = e^^^ •^°^ ^, see [1^1 §$k) • Let fjj(t) be a step-fmiction

whose values are alternately (0, e^, 0, &^,,,, ,0,e ) in the inter-

vals (0,1), (1,2),.,.(2N-1, 2IJ). Then || f^j
||
= N, while

<X)
jj

2n

P^(x) =
1^

f,.(t)e^*-dt =rZ^^l e""dt =^ . s,^(2x).
^^ 2n-l

V/e have thus a sequence of f with 11 f I! / 11 P 11 —> oo,n II 2^ II / II jj M





Noir, we infer from the above corollary a simple necessary

and sufficient condition that an element F of A ( or of A

)

gienerate A, i.e. that it generate a sub-algebra of A dense in A,

namely that P separate points in it (the ne cessity of this condition

follows from the fact that A separates points on rr; indeed the

single fvmction (1 - iz)" does this).

The main goal of this paper is to study the analogous problem

for R» Like A, R also contains single elements which generate it

(except where othervjise noted, we will write "generate" to mean

"generate a dense sub-algebra of"), in other words, fimctions

F(t) (£ L-(0,oo) whose successive auto-convolutions f"^(t)

(n = 1,2,,,,) are complete in L-(0,oo), (V/e use the notation

f'"^ to indicate the n power of f with respect to the raultl-

plication of R, where f" denotes f e ) Indeed, f(t) = e "" is such
.n-1. •

an element^ here f" (t) = :

—

j-.
-
y ; e" and the assertion is

equivalent to the completeness of the Laguerre functions on

(0,00) in L- norm.

The problem of characterising the generators of R appears

much more difficult than the corresponding problem for A, Because

the mapping f —> P of R onto A is norm-shrinking, if a collection

of elements of R generates R, the transforms of the elements

generate A (equivalently. A) and so in particular separate points

on Tf. Hence, a necessary condition that a single element f t R

generate R is that P separate points on w, and it is natural to

inquire whether this is sufficient for f to generate R. This
3

problem may be viewed in the following more general setting.

— —
-^This was remarked to one of the authors by John Werner,
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certain Banach algebras have the property that every element which

separates maximal ideals is a generator- the cited theorem of

Caratheodory-V/alsh states that the algebra of functions regiilar

interior to a given Jordan region and continuous on the boundary,

with maximum norm, is such an algebra. As we have seen, this im-

plies that A is such an algebra, and the central problem of this

paper is whether R is such an algebra.

V/e have not been able to answer this question; the difficulty

of the problem is, in a sense, due to the imtaoundedness of the

transfox'mation F —> f, remarked above. It is, of course, quite

different in Lp theory, where the Fourier transform is an

isometry. We shall, hovjever, prove (Theorem 3) that if P separates

points on TT and, in addition, maps tr onto a domain of a certain

quite general type, then f generates R. This result, together

with the representation theorem (Theorem Ii.) associates a generator

f of R with every conforinal map w = F(z) of the upper half-plane

onto a Jordan domain of a prescribed type providing the domain has

w = on its boundary and P(oo) = 0, 3y way of application, we

will also Investigate in detail a few special generators ^^/hich

lead to interesting completeness theorems in classical analysis.

2, Special theorems for Functions of class R O Lp

Because of the difficulties occasioned by the unboundedness of

the map F —^ f, remarked above, our first approach to the problem

will be concerned vjith proving Lp analogues of the desired results,

which are quite simple^. To this end, we consider the set R O Lp,

^The theorems of this section, in weaker formulations, x^ere
applied in [9] to a problem arising in the theory of random
processes.
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by which v:e denote those fLUictions f e R v;hich are of class

Lp(0,oo). Those funcblons form an ideal in R, since f C RXI.L2,

g e R implies that the transform PG of f •;;- g satisfies

|F(x)G(x)l < 11 G 11
• 1f(x)| whence FG £ L^C-oOjOo) and so

f •' g 6- L2(0,oo),

Theorem 1. Let S C R n Lp, and let B C A denote the set of

transforms of f (2. S. If B generates A (or equivalently , A) then

the algebra S generated by S is dense in L2(0,oo) (in the L^ norm)

Remark. The algebra S generated by S denotes here just the

polynomial ring generated by S, not its closure. In lil:e manner

x-ie will write B to denote the polynomial ring generated by B

(A is thus the closure of B, in the sense of uniform convergence

on W,

)

^Q

Proof

;

Let a(t) ^ L2(0,oo) and suppose \ f ( t )a(t )dt =

^
for f ^ S. It suffices to show that this implies a is a null-

fionction. Let us write a^(t) = a(t) for t > 0, a-|^(t) = a(-t) for

t < 0, and f, (t) for the function vjhich coincides vjith f(t) in

(0,00) and vanishes for t < 0. Then we have

00
r

-00

f^(t)a^(t)dt =0, f C S.

¥e now apply Parseval's theorem, noting that the Lp transform of

f, is F, and get

00

(2.1) \ F(x)A^(x)dx =0, P € B

where A^(x) denotes the (Lp) Fourier transform of a,(t), and is

real.
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The proof could novj be completed very simply if vje could

extend (2,1) to P ^. A, but since we do not know /u(x) <«. L, (-00,00)

we cannot immediately replace the P in (2,1) by limits (in the

sense of uniform convergence) of such Po Therefore we proceed as

follows. For any P, G £ B we have (since PG € B)

(2,2) ^ P(x)G(x)A^(x)dx =

'"i

-00

Since all functions in B are of class Lp(-oo,oo), GA^ ^ L^ (-00,00)

and thus (2,2) remains true if we replace P by any fimction in the

uniform closure of B, i«e, any P€ A, In particular, we may

choose P(z) = '

_j_.
' , vjhere u is a real constant.

Hence

r A,(x) ^ .
...^

(2,3) \ G(x) 3~+i dx = 0, G t B

-GO

A,(x)
and since '

/j
' 4 L, (-00,00), v;e may now replace G by any function

of A, Choosing G(z) = •=—r=— , where 5 is a positive constant

00
n A (X)
•^ -^ r dx = .l-i5x x-u+i

-co

(It will be noted that the chosen fxonctions P,G actually are in A,

but this was inessential,) Now, as 6 —> + 0, , .. tends to 1

boundedlv. since |l-i6x| > 1, Hence, another passage to the limit

gives

- dx = 0,X-U+l
-00
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and finally, recalling that A^ is real and setting the iiaaginary

part of the last integral equal to zero;

°° A,(x)
^= ^ d:c = 0, for all real u.

5
-oo^^^^-^^^

In other words, the convolution of the real functions

A-(x) i Lo(-oo,oo) and —i-w vanishes identically, hence a^(t)e~' ',

its Fourier transform, is a null function, whence

a- = 0, a s 0, '1, E. D. ,.
..

Corollary 1. Let f(t) ^ L^H L2^(0,co), and suppose
00 .

.

F(z) = r fCtje"^ dt is univalent and ^ for Im z > 0. Then the
•Jo

functions ' - - - -"i

-|f'"''^(t) (are complete in Lp(0,co)

For, the hypothesis on F is equivalent to separation of points

on "fr, and as shown in §1 this implies that F generates A»

Corollary 2^ The conclusion of Corollary 1 remains true if

the hypothesis on F is replaced by the (apparently) weaker

condition: F(x) does not vanish, and separate points on

-00 < X < OO, "'

Proof s We shox-j that, under the hypothesis of Corollary 2,

F(z) is univalent and ^ for z ^ tt. Suppose first F(z^) = 0,

where Ira z^ > 0; then there is some neighborhood N of w = such

that all values w (^ N are tal:en on by F in a neighborhood of

z- . Since lim P(iy) = 0, we can find a point iy not near z,

y—^oo
such that a = P(ly) j^ and a fc Nj that is, for some a ^ 0,

P(z) - a has tx-jo zeroes in y > (a case dealt with below )•
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Suppose next that for some z, , Zp where Im z^ = 0, Im 22 > 0,

P(2, ) = P(zp) ^ 0, Then, by a similar arg-ument, there is a z^

near z, , and a z. near z^^t such that z^ ^ 2, , Im z_ > 0,

Im 2, > 0, P(z„) = P(z, ) ^ 0. Hence it is sufficient to shox^4-^4-
that for a i=-

0,P(z) cannot have two a-points in y > 0, Indeed,

suppose this v/ere the case 5 let z^ and Zp denote these points.

Then they lie interior to the domain bounded by the real axis and

the upper half of some circle, of radius R say, vjith center at

the origin. Let f, denote the linear, and \~
2_

''^h® circular part

of the boundary P of the domain. VJe may further suppose R

chosen so large that 1p(z)| < ^^ on \~2^ Now, the image of p

under P consists of a non self-intersecting Jordan arc (the image

of p, ) and an arc which lies in the circle fw| < ^^ (the image

of Pp)* Such a contour has winding number < 1 with respect to

w = a, which, by the argioment principle, contradicts the

assumption of tv;o a-points.

We may use Corollary 2 to obtain a sufficient condition that

f be a generator of R. •
•

., -

Theorem 2. Let f £ R. Suppose that for some 5 > the

function e f(t) ^ R n L^ and has a Fourier transform Fg(z) such

that Pc(x) does not vanish and separates points on the real axis.

Then f is a generator of R, i.e. ] f'"''^ J are complete in L, norm.

Proof; Let e f(t) = g(t). Because of the identity

(e^'^f^^) ic- (e^*f2) = e^'^(f^ -;:- t^), we have f"^ = e"^'''g"'''^. If now
00

a(t) denotes a bounded measurable function such f f''"( t )a( t )dt = 0,
00 ., '^O

n = 1,2,.,, v;e have f g'"^a, (t)dt = where

a^(t) = a(t)e" ^ L2(0,oo), and since by Corollary 2 the \£^\
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are complete in L2(0,oo), a^(t) = 0, and so a(t) = 0, proving the

completeness of ?f'"^j in L^(0,oo), '7.E.D,

As an illustration, ^^7e m.ay choose f(t) = e" , and Theorem 2_

then asserts the completeness of the Laguerre functions in L^(0,oo),

3, The Main Theorem

Theorem 3

a

Let f e Rj ^^d suppose that its Fourier transform

P(z) maps the upper half-plane onto a Jordan domain with

rectiflable boundary, which is of type C in the sense of

V, I, Smlrnow, Then f is a generator of R.-»

Remark. We recall that a Jordan domain i'X with rectifiable

boundary is said to be of type C in the sense of Smirnow

(briefly: a Smirnow domain ) if the unit circle may be conformally

mapped on xx.by means of a function |(^) such that for < p < 1,

(3.1) log llUpe^'')! = j log l(}!'(e^®)!P(p5e - a) dO

.-...'' 2 .

where P(p,0) = -^ • "-^
^ denotes the Poisson kernel.

"^^
l-.2p cos e+p

This is easily shown to be a property of the domain JTV, and not of

the particular mapping of the circle onto -0~{[d], §12,2)3 Clearly,

a sufficient condition for (3ol) is that log ^HK) be of class H-,

It has been shown by Lavrentieff see [8j, §l5 that the following

condition suffices for log (}i'(^) to be of class li^. (i) Suppose

first that \~
, the boundary of -O^ , admits a continuously turning

tangent o(^^r) at each point w« Fiz a point vj , and let /\(w)

denote the angle v/hich -oCw) makes with -<jlw ), m.ade unique by the

requirement that /\(w ) = 0, and /\{\-j) be a continuous function of

arc length along f~» Then, if either £\^{vj) is bounded above on [~

,
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or it is bovmded belovj, |'(^) Is of class IL (and soiTXis a

Smirnoff dor.ialn) (11) If l~ Is not subjected to smootliness

requirements, but there exists a sequence of smooth contours

y r„
f
interior to P , which satisfy (1) uniformly, and v:hich con-

verge to I" (In the sense that every compact subset of£i-llGS

inside all \~ from some point on) then i^Lis a Smirnov; domain.

It is thus seen that the condition is not a very restrictive one*

Along with Theorem 3 we have the following complem.entary result:

Theorem I|.« Letrxbo a Jordan domain in the w-plane with

rectiflable boundary P, such that w = lies on | • Let tt denote

the half-plane y > 0, (z = x + ly) and let P(z) be regular and

Tjnlvalent in tt and map it on -O., so that z = oo goes into w = 0,

Then F is the Fourier transform of some element of R.

Remark 1, If, furthermore, jTi- is Smirnoff, then the f given by

theorem l\. generates R; we thus have associated a unique generator

of R with every Smirnoff domain having the origin on the boundary,

Remaric 2, The univalence of F is not essential to the con-

clusion of theorem l\., as will appear below. The proofs of

theorems 3 and I4. depend upon the analogue for Fourier transforms

of a theorem of Hardy and Littlewood concerning Taylor series

(Zygmund [151 P» 286), As this extension may have some Independent

interest, we state it as a theorem.

Theorem S» Let F(z) be defined and continuous for y > 0, and

analytic for y > 0; let 11m F(z) = 0, and suppose that the total
z >00

variation V(P) of F(x) for - 00 < x < co is finite. Then F(z)

is the Fourier transform of an f e P>-, and i| f || < tt V(F),
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Remark 1. The conclusion may be shovjn to hold without

assuming a priori that F Is continuous in the closed half-plane,

and with V(P) replaced by the quantity

oo

sup r lP«(x + iy) I'dx

y>0
•^ -oo

The two formulations are equivalent but ue prove only the earlier

statement, which suffices for our applications.

Remark 2. It will be clear from our proof of Theorem $, that the

analogue of a theorem of P. and 11. Riesz ([153, p. 285) is also

valid here J under the hypotheses of Theoi'era 5, F{x) is absolutely

continuous on (-oo,oo). Moreover the functions U (x) = P'(x + iy)

(y > 0) converge to F»(x) in L- norm as y —> 0. We have the

Fourier inversion

2Tritf(t) , t >
00

P»(x) e"^*^dx =<

t <

00 "-^ " o
-a-a

exists, and equals 2tt1P(z ), as we see upon applying Cauchy^s

theorem to J ^—' dz, where C is the boundary, described couiiter-
C ^"^o

clockwise, of the square in the upper half-plane with base [-a, a].

The assumption that F(2) —> as \z\ —> oo guarantees that the

integrals along the three sides of C other than [-a, a] tend to

In like manner, lim \ - ^^ • dx = 0^

a—>oo k)
^'"

o

zero as a —> oo,
a—>oo ,

-a
subtracting:
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F(x)(z^-~^)
2TriP(z ) = 11m \ ^^-=r- ^ •

a—>oo J^ {x-Zq)(x-2^)

X

Now |P(x)l = I \ dF(u)l < V(F), hence ^^^ L is of class

Voo
" (x-z^)(x-z^)

L^ (-00,00) and we may rewrite the last formula as a Lebesgue

integral (wherein we also, for convenience of notation, replace

z by z = X + iy, and x by u):

00

(3.2) F(z) = i f ^2~T • P(^)du , y > .

0^ (u-x) +y-00

Let us denote by

(3.3) P = P(uix,y) = i ^
'2

-

^
(u-x) +y

the "Poisson kernel" appearing in (3«2). For fixed (x,y), y > 0,
00

P is integrable in u, and f Pdu = 1, Differentiating (3«2) with
00

respect to x gives

00 00

^•<^' =11 =
J f P(«M" = -

\
|gF("M".3f r Sip „/ , , (9?

-00 -00

whence integrating by parts: 1

00

(3.1+) P'(z) = f P(u;x,y)dP(u) , y > . i-

":^oo

00

Hence, lF'(x+iy)| < \ P(ujx,y
)
|dP(u) | . Integrating, and inter-

-00
changing the orders of integration, gives

00
(note that C P(ujx,y)dx =1);

ii'oo
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lli.

00

(3.5) C |F'(x+iy)I < V(P) , y > .

-00

Now, let F(x) = a(x) + ip(x), where a and (3 are real functions of

bounded variations on (-00,00), and a = a^ - a^, where a^ and a^

are of bounded variation and non-decreasing. Then, from {3»k-)f

00 00

Re P»(z) = \ P(u;x,y)da^ - ( P(u;x,y)da2

-00 -00

Since the real part of P' is the difference of two positive

harmonic functions, P' is a quotient of tv;o bounded analytic

functions in y > (of, Nevanlinna [6], §l58). Hence, if ^^^

denote the zeroes of F'(z) in y > 0, vje have (see Boas [2], p. 90)

I
Ira— I < 00, and the sequence of fimctions

^n

(3.6) B^(z) = IT -^ • u^i,
" k=l z-Zj^

converges uniformly on compact subsets of y > 0, (The factors

03, , of modulus 1, are chosen so as to make the sequence B (i)

converge.) The B (z) are bounded by 1 in y > 0, have absolute

value 1 on y = 0, and |B (x + i5) j tends to 1, uniformly in a,

as 6 —> 0,

Nov;, fix a 6 > 0, In the half-plane y > 5, P'(z) is analytic j

moreover, F'(z) —> as | z |!

—> 00, uniformly in this half-plane,

1 r p ( "

)

as we see from the relation P'(z) = -^-rr J —^^"^o ^'^> where C is
"^"^^

C (5-z)^
a circle with center at z and radius 5. For each n, the fvinction





IS

(3.7) V^)=l^}

has also these properties, and so, by the same reasoning vjhlch

established (3«2), we have

oo

(3.8) G (z + 16) = - ( ^^^—5 G (u + 16)du, z = X + iy
J^(u-x) -ij

By the same reasoning which established (3»5), (3»8) yields

00 00

(3.9) { 1g^(x + ly + 15)|dx < \ |G^(u + 15)|du

-00 -00

From (3.9) and (3.5) we get, for any a > ,

00

^ . \ lP>(u+i5) Idu

j lG^(x H- ly -. i6)ldx < -~f^ [BTITieTF
-a - co<u< 00 ^

V(F)
^ ~~lHf fB (U+15JI

- 00<U< 00

letting 6 —> tlirough positive values gives

a

(3clO) V |G^(x+ly)|dx < V(P) .

-a

Now, let B(z) denote lim B (z), and G(z) = 11m G (z) so that

(3.11) P'(z) = B(z)G(z) .
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Then, letting n —> oo in (3.10), and then a —> oo, gives

oo

(3.12) { |G(x + iy)|cbc < V(P) for y > .

-oo

Since Ct(z) has no zeroes in y > 0, there is a f\,mction H(z)

analytic there, such that H = G. V/riting F^ = BPI, F^ = H, we

have

(3.13) P'(2) = P3_(z)F2(z) , y >

(3,1[|.) F, and F2 are analytic for y >

00

(3.15) .{ I?j.(x + iy)l^dx < V(P) for y > (J = 1,2) .

-00

In terms of this fundamental factorisation of Ff(z), it is now

easy to complete the proof of Theorem 5. Because of (3.l5) it fol-

lows, by a theorem of Paley and Wiener ([?], Theorem V, p. 8) that;

there exist functions f .(t), j = 1,2, of class L2^(0,oo) such that

00

(3.16) F^(z) = Jf^.(t)e"^ (y > 0) , j = 1,2 .

(3*16) holds also for y = 0, providing the right side is inter-

preted as an Lp Fourier transform,
"^ t

Let f,(t) = Cf, (s)f2(t-s)ds. Clearly f^ is defined and

bounded for t > 0, Finally, let

f.(t)
(3.17) f(t) = -f^— , < t < 00 .
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We assert that f(t) i L^(0, oo), and fulfills the requirements of

Theorem 5» For,

oo oo t

(3.18) j^lf(t)ldb< jl^ ^ tr3^(s)i|f2(t-s)|ds ,;

?*,
,
f lr,(t-s)l

= J |fl(s)lds^ -~ dt

oo oo

-ss
|f-L(s)!if2(t)|

^
•* ^

r oo *^ 1 Too

< ttH U\(s)l^dsp-^ { lf2(s)|2ds

[o
j

[o

by the integral form of Ililbert's inequality. Since, by (3»l6)

and Plancherel's Theorem

oo 00

\ If^.CsJl^e-^^^ds = A l?j.(x + iyjl^dx (j=l,2)
-oo

we see, applying (3»l5), and letting y —> 0, that the right side

of (3»l8) is < TT V(F), This proves theorem 5» The other

assertions in Remark 2 now follov; easily; for, the Paley-Wiener

theorem asserts that the P.(x + iy) converge in Lp norm as y —>

(y^O; j=l,2), Kence F'(x + iy) tends in L^ norm to a limit
X

function U(x) of class L^(-oo,oo). Then f U(u)du is easily seen
-oo

to equal F(x), etc.
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Nox<r Theorem l\. follows at once; for, \inder Its hypotheses

>

it follows by a well Imovm theorora of Caratheodory that

the inapping function P(z) is extendible so as to be a homeo-

morphisra of the closed upper half-plane (including the boundary

point oo) onto -^""^ + f~« Since f is rectifiable, F{x) is of

bounded variation on (-00,00), and the result follows from

Theorem l\.„ VJe note that the norm of the function f obtained is

less than tr times the perimeter of -O- « Concerning Remark 2

following Theorem Ij., it is evident that Theorem 5 implies a

stronger theorem than Theorem l\. which may be formulated in terms

of the Riemann surface onto which F maps the upper half-plane,

and this surface need not be one-sheeted as assiomed in Theorem [|.«

Proof of Theorem 3 a V/e have established that, for the sub-

algebra A of A consisting of those F vjhich are of boxinded

variation on - 00 < x < 00, the functional V(F) = Variation F(x)
-co<:c<oo

satisfies || f || < rr V(P), Actually, as we have seen, the P in

question are absolutely continuous on (-co, 00), and
00

,

V(F) = V |F'(x)|dx, This implies that A is closed with respect

-%o o?

to the metric D(F,G) = V(P - G) = I |P«(x) - G»(x)|dx, although

we do not require this fact. Let R denote the sub-algebra^ of R

consisting of the pre-images of those F <e A , If then f , ff 7 are

in R^, and lim V(P - F^) = 0, we have || f - f
I|
—> 0. Let now

S(t) = e , We have seen in the introduction that g generates R«

Since G = -jtj^ (: A^, Theorem 3 will be proved if, for every & >

{q is not a closed sub-algebra of R, with respect to the norm of R.
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we can produo© a polynomial P{s) i-Jith vanishing constant tern,

such that V[P(F) - G] < c. Let i^ = ^(z) denote a function mapping

y > onto t^l < 1* Let F(z) = ^K) , G(z) = y(^). Since vari-

ation is preserved, we have then to make Variation [P((|)) - r^ < t,

\K\=1
By the theorem of P, and M. Riesz cited earlier, the function

P(|(^)) - y(^) is absolutely continuous on |^| = 1, Hence,

writing "l(s) = P'(s), the theorem will be proved if we can produce

a polynomial i such that

1^1=1

Now, (j)(^) separates points on \K\ < 1, hence by the theorem of

Caratheodory and Ualsh cited in the introduction the functions

^, n = 0,1,,,. may be uniformly approximated by functions

Q(^(^)) on 1^1 < 1, Q polynomial. Hence Theorem 3 v/ill be proved

if the functions ^^^^{^) are complete in the metric of H^. But,

by a theorem of de Leeuw and Rudin [31 (the corresponding theorem

for the class Hp was proved by Beurling [1] ) this occurs if and

only if log |<t>'(e^^)| is of class L^(0,2Tr) and

2Tr

(3-19) log |(i)»(0)l =-^ C log |(|.'(e^^)|da .

^0

But, since ^ maps \K\ < 1 onto a Smirnow domain, (3»19) is

satisfied, as we see on setting p = in (3»1)»

k-» Further remarks and applications ,

I^Im The theorems analogous to Theorems 3* hf ^^'^ ^ ^^^ true

also for Taylor series (of course, here there is no analogue of

the condition that oo be mapped into in Theorem l\., or that F

vanish at oo in Theorem 5)» As already indicated, the complex of
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theorems analogous to Theorem 5 and remarks is well-known, and

expounded in Chapter 7 of Zygmund's treatise [151. The analogue

of Theorems 3 and i^. may be stated thus; If f(z) = a^ + a^z + ...

is analytic in \z\ < 1, and maps it onto a Jordan domain with

rectixiable boundary of type C in the sense of V, !• Smirnow, then

the sequences of Taylor coefficients of the functions f^(z),

n = 1,2,,,, are complete in ^,. (Here V. refers to the space of
oo

sequences ib V , n = 0,1,,,, with ^^H l^n I
"^ ^^*

ll»2. The preceding investigation has focused attention on

function f ^ R whose transforms are univalent in Tf (as we have

seen in §2, it is enough to verify that F(x) is non-vanishing and

separates points on the real axis to assiu-'e this)* The following

theorem, from [9], provides us with a class of such functions.

Theorem 6. Let f(t) e L, be real and strictly-decreasing in

(0,oo), and suppose also its Fourier cosine transform
00

F (x) = V^ \f(t) costx dt is strictly decreasing for < x < oo.

Then F(2) is non-vanishing and linivalent in y > 0,

Proof, Clearly F(x) = is excluded, since

Re F(x) = \/5 F (x) > 0. Wow, if F(x, ) = F(Xp), then because of

the assumption regarding F (x), x, = x^. Hence, denoting by F the

sine transform of P, F„(Xt ) = F (x^) = F^(-x, )• But F„ is an odd'SI S^ 31 3 '

function, so F (x, ) = 0, Hov;ever, the sine transform of a strictly

decreasing f"unction is positive for a > 0, as we see from the

relation
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oo tt/x ^
(I1..2.I) J f(t) sin txdt =^11: [f(t + ^)

^^°

. f(t +iS2iil!L)] 3intx dt

(cf, [10], Theorem 123, p, l69). This proves the theorem.

Remark, Closer inspection of (L].,2,l) shows that v;hen f(t)

is merely assumed non-increasing, P_(x) still is positive for

X = 0, except in the case that f(t) coincides almost everywhere

with a function which is constant in every interval

r 2nTr 2(n+l)7r . „ ^ q n ^ -

The follov;ing examples illustrate Theorem 6, (Note that,

when f(t) satisfies the hypotheses of Theorem 6, so does

g(t) = P (t), so we get examples in pairs),

{k.2.2) f(t) = e-^S P =Nyf-f-^ , a>0

(i|.2.3) f(t) = -^^ , P^(x) = -^ e-^"^, a>0

_i ^2^a _i x^

([J..2.I+) F(t) = 8
"^

, F^(x) = e ^a^
, a > ,

We may use these examples to construct others by noting that any

linear combination with positive weight factors, of functions f(t)

which satisfy the hypotheses of Theorem 6, again satisfies

Theorem 6, Thus, for instance, the functions

" ' •• 00 •

{k*2.S) f(t) = fe'^'^dpCu)
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where dp is any positive measure for ^^:hich

oo

)

(1^.2.6) j ^^ < oo
u

is a function of L, (0,oo) whose transform separates points on it.

By a theorem of Bernstein (see e.g. [II4.], p. I60), every

completely monotonic function can be represented in the form

(i;.2.5), i.e. every function of class G °° on (0,oo) whose n

derivative has the sign (-l)^p for all n > 0, Similar classes

of functions can be constructed starting with the P(t) of (ij.,2,3)

or (Ij..2,[j.), ,

The class of functions characterized in Theorem 6 may be

viewed as a limiting case of the follovjing larger class: suppose

for some x , < x < 00 v;e have (i) F (x) strictly decreasing,00 c

P (x) > for X < x^ and (ii) F (x) < 0, F (x) strictly decreasing

for X > X , Then F(z) separates points on tr, (Theorem 6 is the

limiting case x =00), V/e leave the simple proof to the reader.

An example of such a function is f(t) = te" . Here

F (x) =/f—1=1-5 , F (x) =v/|"—

^

^/^ (l-fx2)2 ' S V„
^^_^^27'

F (x) > for X > 0, and P decreases for x > v -^ » while P (x)
S S ' J ' c

decreases for x < \/3~and is negative for x > 1. Thus, conditions

(i) and (ii) are satisfied with x = 1. One notes independently,

from the equation F(2) = •=. that in this case P(z) maps
(1-iz)^

1. 1
y > onto a cardiold,the image of the circle |^ - 4| < 4 under the

2 -tmap w = ^ . The application of Theorem 3 to f(t) = te gives:
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the functions It ^ e" > , n = 0,1,,,, are complete in L^(0,oo),

A similar consideration shows that t^"" has a transform P(z)

which separates points on tr for -1 < a < 1, but not for a > 1,

This implies that the functions |t '™ t e '^are complete in

L-(0,oo) for -1 < a < 1, but not for any a > 1, This is in

conformity vjith general theorems of D^hrbasyan (see, for Instance

[51 )* which imply that if we have real numbers A > -1,

1
r ^n .tl

11m A = +00, and
I"
A C has density (f, then ft e"

J
are complete

1
in L^(0,oo) if and only if cT > p»

We conclude x/ith an example of a generator obtained by

starting with a particular Smirnow domain, and deriving the

associated element of R, Let ^'I- denote the subdom^in of |w| < 1

for which |arg w{ < ttv, where < v < 1, i.e, J\ is a circular

sector of central anrle Srrv. A calculation shows that, for any

a > 0, the fiAnction

F(z) =
2v

maps y > onto iX • This mapping takes the positive y-axis onto

the segment (0,1) of the real axis in the w-olane, V/e have,

moreover, for y >

\/~Z~~ \2vVY +a -V \P(iy) = (-^i^^)

By consulting a table of Laplace transforms (e*g, [l\.] , formula 3i|,

p. ij.03) xje get f(t) = 2vJ2y(at)/t where J^ is Bessel's fimction of

order v. We thus have, applying Theorem 3: The functions
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jj (t)/t] , n = 1,2,... are complete in L^(0,oo) for < v < Z.

For V = 2 the completeness falls, since the mapping is onto a

slit circle, i.e. does not separate points on the real axis.
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